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The Stories within the Story: A Look at Haroun 

 Haroun and the Sea of Stories, a novel penned by Salman Rushdie, was published in 

1990 in London, England.  The book was Rushdie’s fifth in fifteen years (Holcombe).  It is a 

novel about a young boy who helps stop an evil villain from putting an end to all stories, while 

helping his storytelling father who becomes devastated after his wife leaves him.  In her farewell 

note, the wife leaves her husband with a question. “What’s the use of stories that aren’t even 

true?” (Rushdie 20)  This question provides a base summary of one of the major themes of the 

book.  By understanding the cultural and personal context in which Haroun and the Sea of 

Stories was written, one can better understand the answer to that question, and why Salman 

Rushdie wrote the novel in the particular way that he did. 

 Salman Rushdie was born in 1947 in Mumbai, formerly Bombay, a city located on the 

western coast of India.  He attended school in Mumbai, as well as in England.  He also lived in 

Pakistan with his family for a short time, before eventually settling in England.  There he worked 

as a copywriter at an advertising agency until publishing his first novel in 1975.  Rushdie 

continued to write novels, and gained growing acknowledgement from critics.  However, it was 

not until 1988 with the completion of his fourth book, The Satanic Verses, that Rushdie’s writing 

became internationally well known.  The contents of the novel evoked outrage from the Islamic 

community for its seemingly blasphemous nature (Holcombe).  Riots erupted and the Ayatollah 

Khomeini of Iran, then the leader of Islam, issued a fatwa, or death sentence, against Rushdie in 
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1989.  Due to the threats on his life, Rushdie was forced to live in hiding under British police 

protection (Marzorati 31).  He lived thus for almost ten years, until in 1998 the Iranian 

government finally lifted the fatwa after the death of the Ayatollah Khomeini (“Rushdie’s Fatwa 

Lifted” 4).  During his time under protection, the author was separated from his family, including 

his son Zafar (Marzorati 31). 

 The cultures that Rushdie lived in had an obvious impact on his writing.  The most 

recognizable influence, and one that the author refers to throughout the text, comes from the 

well-known collection of stories from the Middle East, 1,001 Arabian Nights.  Rushdie makes no 

secret of the fact that Haroun borrows from elements associated with 1,001 Arabian Nights, such 

as Haroun’s father who is a storyteller or the magical genie who takes Haroun to Kahani.  The 

index in the book even points out that the main characters, Haroun, and his father Rashid 

Khalifa’s names originated from names of characters in Arabian Nights.  Rushdie also lived in 

India, which had an influence on his writing style.  India is home to a similarly famous story, the 

Ramayana, which is considered to be full of lessons about life (Nirmala).  Haroun similarly 

includes numerous insights and lessons about life, which were in part a product of the culture the 

author was raised in. 

 Rushdie’s conjectures on popular culture are one of these insights, pointing out its 

sometimes foolish nature with numerous references from modern movies, music, and devices.  

On page 31 of Haroun, Rushdie references a relatively normal, everyday event when he 

describes the political henchmen, who hired Rashid, driving away: “Loud music and rude words 

continued to pour out of the car as it zigzagged away into the distance.”  It is not uncommon in 

most cities and even towns to find cars in which pedestrians can hear the music playing within 

the cars.  On page 36, one of the passengers of a bus calls the driver a “Looney tune” which is 
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the name of a cartoon series, and on page 37 Haroun is afraid the bus will crash and the 

occupants “fried like potato chips in a burning wreck”, referring to a popular snack (Rushdie).  

On page 58, Rushdie introduces characters called “Eggheads” and their leader “the Walrus” 

which alludes to a popular Beatles rock song titled “I am the Walrus”.  Each of these references 

is done in a slightly humorous way, emphasizing how what is loved by the masses does not 

always coincide with the best products of a society, though sometimes it does. 

 This was but one insight revealed in the book.  Rushdie makes several more that have 

greater significance and seem to draw inspiration from the events of his own life.  One obvious 

example of this is the fact that Haroun is a story about a father and a son.  While in hiding, 

Rushdie was frequently separated from his son, Zafar.   The novel could have been a way of 

dealing with this separation, and was dedicated to his son with an acrostic poem using the letters 

of his son’s name.  The book also includes subtle, and not so subtle, references to problems such 

as war, political corruption, and religious intolerance.  He makes a slight connection to the 

conflict in Kashmir, where both India and Pakistan lay claim to the region, when the character 

Rashid explains to Haroun that the “Valley of K” had two names, one meaning “the place that 

hides a sea” and the other meaning “nightmare” (Rushdie 40).  However, Rushdie does not delve 

into the specifics of the problem, but rather points out the sadness and discord that arises from 

such political disagreements. 

 In the story, Haroun and Rashid become mixed up in a war between the two peoples on 

the moon Kahani: the Gups and the Chups.  As the two nations prepare to battle one another in a 

cold region, the Chups put on black nosewarmers, the Gups put on red, giving “them the look of 

circus clowns” (Rushdie 179).  Then once the battle begins, the Gups easily win due to the fact 

that they had discussed and argued over every detail prior to the fight, whereas the Chups had 
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merely silently followed orders and grown mistrustful of one another (Rushdie 184-185).  At this 

point, Rushdie appears to be making a statement about the absurdity and needlessness of war.  

The soldiers look like clowns, and battle is more or less won through discussion and argument. 

 The villain of the story is called “the Cultmaster, Khattam-Shud” and is the leader of the 

Chup nation (Rushdie 190).  He forces his people into silence and makes them worship a 

“tongueless ice-idol” called “Bezaban” (Rushdie 131).  In essence, he takes away the people’s 

voices, forces them to do horrible things in the name of religion, and makes them despise their 

Gup neighbors because they have the ability to speak.  After all of the difficulties Rushdie went 

through in his own life, it is not difficult to see how he is making a statement about religious 

intolerance and censorship with these aspects of Haroun.  In the end, after Khattam-Shud had 

been defeated, the Chup people rejoice and quickly make peace with the people of Gup.  They 

discover that though they had followed their leader for years, they were not happy under his rule.  

At the end of the novel, Rashid is telling the story of his and his sons’ adventures to a crowd in 

the Valley of K.  After listening to the story of the Chups, the people are inspired to overthrow 

their own corrupt leader, and the once sad valley becomes happy once more (Rushdie 206).  

Through Haroun, Rushdie is telling his own story, with the hope that it can inspire other 

oppressed people. 

 In each of these examples of major problems, Rushdie focuses on the generalities of these 

problems as opposed to focusing on specific instances of them.  Although connections can be 

made to actual happenings in the world, such as with the conflict in Kashmir, at the same time 

these connections can made to dozens of similar occurrences.  The ingeniousness of Rushdie is 

that he created Haroun to be a story that could be universal, and could last for years and years to 

come.  It will not become outdated quickly, but it will remain relevant and relatable in countries 
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all over the world for a long time.  This is in essence, the answer to the question Rashid’s wife 

asked.  The “point of stories that aren’t even true” is that, by drawing connections from the 

stories to what’s really happening in the world, the stories reveal that they include seeds of truth. 
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